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Cranberry lantern
The cranberry glass lantern is a unique addition to our stock of Regency pieces
and is certainly one of the most colourful!
In addition to the cranberry bowl there is a delicate glass stem piece held in
position with decorative leaf metalwork. The gallery and top corona also use
traditional leaf patterns, the bowl is suspended with oval chain, all metalwork
is finished in antique gilt.
It is photographed with one of our 7w GLS LED which will give enough light to
create a warm glow through the coloured glass. It is 85cm tall and 32cm wide.
Do you need something new for your entrance hall or perhaps a stair well??
Be sure to let us know if you do.
Lantern image – Ken Crook

Interesting Fact

HRW Showroom Closure

When glass is shattered beyond repair it
is useless – right?
Wrong - New York based artist Nick
Arsham has found a way of using
thousands upon thousands of compacted
shards of glass to complete a number of
works, including three figurative
sculptures. He was inspired by the
discovery of glass shards in his home
after hurricane Andrew in 1992.
Other new sculptures include several
picture frames using the same broken
glass treatment and cameras formed
from sand and stone.
For more fantastic works of art using
glass visit this website:
www.thisiscolossal.com/tags/glass/

It is with regret that we announce that the HRW
Antiques showroom where we display a range of
our chandeliers will be closing on the 14th March
2014, following Design Week 2014.
Due to ill health, owner Iain Henderson Russell will
be retiring, however the company will continue to
trade on an online basis. He is offering a discount
on all of his showroom stock and we will be
supporting him by offering a discount on a range
of our items when purchased through the
showroom.
If you are passing the showroom please stop by
and show your support, while hopefully picking up
a quality piece at a brilliant price.
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